Using Agilent InfiniiMax Probes
with Test Equipment other than
Agilent Infiniium Oscilloscopes
Configuration Guide

The benefits of Agilent’s awardwinning InfiniiMax probes
are not restricted to Agilent
Infiniium oscilloscopes. A variety
of accessories are available that
allow you to use InfiniiMax
probes with other test equipment,
for example spectrum analyzers.
Benefits of InfiniiMax probes
include:
• Wide bandwidth (up to 12-GHz)
• Flat frequency response up to
specified bandwidth
• Very low reactive circuit loading
• Differential or single-ended
measurements
• Accessories to adapt to any
probing challenge without
compromising performance

This guide will walk you through
the steps to configure an
InfiniiMax probing system to
meet your specific needs.

Step 1 Select an InfiniiMax probe amplifier
Step 2 Select probe heads and accessories
Step 3 The rest of the package

Step 1
Select an InfiniiMax probe amplifier
Amplifier model number

Bandwidth

1130A

1.5 Ghz

1131A

3.5 Ghz

1132A

5 Ghz

1134A

6 Ghz

1168A

10 Ghz

1169A

12 Ghz

Table 1. Available InfiniiMax probe amplifiers
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Step 2
Select probe heads
and accessories
The minimum configuration
required for a complete probing
solution is a probe amplifier and
a probe head.
Solder-in probe heads are ideal
for hands-off access to fine-pitch
components in high-density
electronics. Solder-in probe
heads are available to support
bandwidths up to 12-GHz.
Socketed probe heads make it
easy to move probes to various
test points for hands-off probing.
Socketed probe heads support
measurement bandwidth up
to 8-Ghz.

Solder-in probe head

E2678A socketed probe head

E2675A handheld browser probe head

Dual SMA probe head

Hand-held browser probe heads
make hand-held probing easy
with variable tip spacing and
Z-axis compliance. The E2675A
hand-held browser supports
measurements up to 6-GHz. The
N5382A hand-held microbrowser
supports measurements up
to 12-GHz.
Dual-SMA probe heads enable
differential measurements
up to 12-GHz on coax while
requiring only one channel of the
measuring instrument. This is
the only solution for differential
coaxial measurements on
spectrum analyzers.

Figure 1. InfiniiMax probe heads
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Available probing accessories
E2668A connectivity kit for single-ended measurements. Includes one single-ended browser probe head, one single-ended solder-in
probe head, and one socketed probe head, with all necessary accessories.
E2669A connectivity kit for differential measurements. Includes one differential browser probe head, four differential solder-in probe
heads, and two socketed probe heads, with all necessary accessories.
E2675A differential browser probe head and accessories
E2676A single-ended browser probe head and accessories
E2677A differential solder-in probe head and accessories
E2678A differential/single-ended socketed probe head and accessories
E2679A single-ended solder-in probe head and accessories
E2695A 7-GHz dual differential SMA probe head
N5381A 12-GHz differential solder-in probe head 1
N5382A 12-GHz differential browser probe head 1
N5380A 12-GHz dual differential SMA probe head 1
N5425A ZIF probe head2
1 These heads are for use with the 1168A 10-GHz and 1169A 12-GHz probe amplifiers. They are designed to deliver full-bandwidth (10 or 12 GHz) measurement bandwidth
to the probe tip.
2 Can be used with either the N5426A ZIF tip or the N5451A long-wire ZIF tip

Table 1. Available probing accessories

Probe heads

Figure 2. InfiniiMax probe heads combine with probe amplifiers for a flexible probing system.
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Probe ampliﬁers

Step 3
The rest of the package
Order one each of the
following items:

N1022-60014 3.5 mm NMD to
type N adapter

The 1143A probe power supply
will support two InfiniiMax
probes. If you need dual probes
for two channel measurements,
you can order two probes with
accessories, two of each adapter
listed above, and one power supply.

1143A probe power supply
with option 001, 1.5 m
extension cable

Figure 3 shows how to assemble
all the components into a generalpurpose probing solution.

N1022B probe adapter

1143A probe power supply

Power supply extension cable
(option 001)

Probe
amplifier

Probe head

N1022B
probe
adapter

N1022-60014 NMD to Type N adapter

Figure 3. A complete InfiniiMax general-purpose probing system
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Key characteristics and ordering information
Bandwidth1

Gain

1130A

1.5 GHz

0.1

1131A

3.5 GHz

0.1

1132A

5 GHz

0.1

1134A

7 GHz

0.1

1168A

10 Ghz

0.345

1169A

12 Ghz

0.345

Probe amplifier model

1

The system bandwidth depends on the combination of probe amplifier and probe head. The bandwidth of
any given combination will be the lower of the probe amplifier bandwidth from Table 2 and the probe head
bandwidth from Table 3.

Table 2. Probe amplifiers

Model number

Description

Bandwidth

E2675A

differential browser probe head and accessories

6 GHz

E2676A

single-ended browser probe head and accessories

5.5 GHz

E2677A

differential solder-in probe head and accessories

7 Ghz

E2678A

differential/single-ended socketed probe head and accessories

7 Ghz

E2679A

single-ended solder-in probe head and accessories

5.2 GHz

E2695A

7-GHz dual differential SMA probe head

7 GHz

N5380A

12-GHz dual differential SMA probe head

12 Ghz

N5381A

12-GHz differential solder-in probe head

12 GHz

N5382A

12-GHz differential browser probe head

12 Ghz

N5425A
with N5426A ZIF tip

ZIF probe head with ZIF tip

10 GHz1
12 GHz2

N5425A
with N5451A long-wire ZIF tip

ZIF probe head with long-wire ZIF tip

9.9 GHz3
5 GHz4

1 with 1168A probe amplifier
2 with 1169A probe amplifier
3 with resistor length of 7 mm and 0 º span
4 with resistor length of 11 mm and 0 º span

Table 3. Probe heads
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Agilent Technologies Oscilloscopes
Multiple form factors from 20 MHz to >90 GHz | Industry leading specs | Powerful applications
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For more information on Agilent Technologies’ products, applications or services,
please contact your local Agilent office. The
complete list is available at:

Agilent Email Updates

www.agilent.com/find/emailupdates
Get the latest information on the
products and applications you select.

www.axiestandard.org AdvancedTCA® Extensions for Instrumentation
and Test (AXIe) is
an open standard that extends the
AdvancedTCA for general purpose
and semiconductor test. Agilent
is a founding member of the AXIe
consortium.

Agilent Advantage Services is committed
to your success throughout your equipment’s lifetime. To keep you competitive,
we continually invest in tools and
processes that speed up calibration and
repair and reduce your cost of ownership.
You can also use Infoline Web Services
to manage equipment and services more
effectively. By sharing our measurement
and service expertise, we help you create
the products that change our world.
www.agilent.com/find/advantageservices

www.lxistandard.org
LAN eXtensions for Instruments puts
the power of Ethernet and the Web
inside your test systems. Agilent is a
founding member of the LXI consortium.

www.pxisa.org
PCI eXtensions for Instrumentation
(PXI) modular instrumentation
delivers a rugged, PC-based high-performance measurement and automation system.

Agilent Channel Partners
www.agilent.com/find/channelpartners
Get the best of both worlds: Agilent’s
measurement expertise and product
breadth, combined with channel
partner convenience.

Windows® is a U.S. registered trademark
of Microsoft Corporation.
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